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WILD SPIES
Meet robots that spy

on wild animals. Write
expressions from data tables
about filming the animals.

A SNOWBALL FIGHT!
\.1 Learn about the sport
of competitive snowball
fighting. Find out how far a

thrown ball will go using the
Pythagorean theorem.

.i BIG ART,(_\., lour crties that are the
canvases for giant murals.
Use proportions to find the
sizes of the artists' starting
sketches.

,I .t FAD FRENZY
I Za""a statistics about

fads-f rom one-hit wonders
to fidget spinners.

.T .,l SURFSAVERS
I Z* uor" than 1OO years

ago, North Carolina's Pea

lsland Lifesavers were the
only all-black crew saving
people f rom shipwrecks.
Make a dot plot of their
rescues.

1 ABY THE NUMBERS
I L/ Learn about Olympic

figure skating.
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CONTANS A

This past fall, a group of elite skydivers jumped off a 4,78O-toot cliff in Tianmen
Mountain National Park in China. They flew using specialized wingsuits-garments
that help skydivers glide long distances. These daredevils were competing in
the 6th Carabao World Wingsuit Championship. ln the contest, participants whiz
through the air and try to hit as many polystyrene targets with their bodies as
posslble. Gabriel Lott of Brazil took home the top prize.

It takes years of training to prepare for a wingsuit jump. You need to be an

experienced skydiver first. ln Brazil, you must log 250 plane jumps with parachutes
before your first wingsuit jump. Lott loves the thrill of the sport. "Every time l'm
there, I still get adrenaline no matter how many jumps I've done." And that's saying
something-Lott has more than 60O wingsuit jumps under his beltl

f| The foam target that Lott hit had a circumference of
!l Z.O feet. What was its area, rounded to the nearest
hundredth? (Hint: The formula for a circle's area is fir2.)
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ISU.Chocolote
cacao bean that is processed to
remain pink. The result tastes fruity
and a bit sour, not sweet or bitter.

The world's largest chocolate
manufacture r, Bar ry Callebaut
in Switzerland, spent 10 years

developing it. lf ruby chocolate is

accepted by the Food and Drug

Administration, it will be the first
new variety since white chocolate.

CE

A Rubv chocolate debuted in
lE rorr. That's the sum of the
year white chocolate was first
sold in the U.S. and72. Write and
solve an equation to find when
white chocolate was first sold in
the U.S. using w as the variable.

r
After you harvest rice, what do

you do with the leftover straw? ln

northern Japan, participants in the

Wara Art Festival use wara-the
Japanese word for "rice straw"-to
make sculptures.

Traditionally, the Japanese

recycle wara for many things, like

floor mats, ornaments, and feed
for livestock. But 1O years ago, the

region's farming community asked

students at the nearby Musashino

Art University to make art out of
wara. And the festival was bornl

The top of the gorilla's head is

about 2O feet high. What's that
in meters, rounded to the nearest
tenth? (Hint: I meter = 3.3 feet )
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The filmmakers teamed up with
scientists to learn more about the
animals theywanted to follow. They
built 34 spy creatures-including Spy

Meerkat and Spy Pup. These robot
agents star in Spy in theWild, aW
series that aired on PBS last year. The
footage the team shot recorded some
behaviors that had never been filmed
or even witnessed before.

For example, Spy Pup was sent to
infiltrate a pack of wild dogs on the

accepted by the dogs by mimicking
their body language. With its 24

moving parts, the robot wagged its
tail and made a bow, signifuing it
wanted to play. "\Arhen you look back
at the footage, you go, 'Wora4 I can't

imagine we managed to capture that
behavior'," says Michael Gordon, one

of the producers of the TV series.

Other animal robots needed extra
help to blend in. Meerkats inAfrica
have a superstrong sense of smell.

They can even smell food when it's
hidden undergroundl So Gordon's

team smeared meerkat poop on Spy

Meerkat to cover its unnatural smell.
Sometimes wild spies are funny.

\Vhen the team \^/as filming in India,
a real monkey started pulling Spy

Macaque Monkey's tail. So the team
made the robot react. It raised its
eyebrows and opened its mouth.

"These expressions make the
robot come alive even more,"
says Gordon.

-Cici 
Zhang
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Meet the high-tech robots that give us an
insider's view of the animal kingdom

cientists have an

extremely hard time
observing wild animals in
their habitats. Suspicious

and elusive, some creatures scurry
into hiding when a big, noisy human
gets too close. To outsmart these wild
animals, documentary filmmakers
from U.K.-based John Dolvner
Productions deploy lifelike robots to
do candid-camera work.

Each "spy animal" robot has

high-definition cameras for eyes and
African savanna. It was
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When you have a table of data that shows a relationship between two quantities, an algebraic
expression can sometimes represent that relationship.

Use the tables below to write and evaluate algebraic expressions about the
Spy in the Wild documentary TV miniseries.

i
!!-
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z
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q

moments in the series. The

table below shows the hours of
footage shot for each episode.
Complete the table with an

expression for the amount of film
shot after e episodes.

28. How many hours of footage
would be shot for 7 episodes?

dt a. Tne raore Derow snows

H ho* many total minutes it
takes to watch several episodes
of Spy in the Wild in a row.

Complete the table with an

expression for the time needed

to watch n episodes.

38. lf they expanded the series

to 9 episodes, how many hours

would it take to watch them all?

Ol;Hi"1;]il:ffi';Jil A I ":JtilTr;Hi"'the Wild. The table below shows

how many hours of footage were
shot each year. Complete the
table with an expression for the
amount of footage shot after
y years.

18. How much footage would
they have after 5 years?

ScHoLASTlC.COtvt/unru 5

FOOTAGE BYYEAR

1 2,500
2 5,OOO

3

v

2500

FOOTAGE BY EPISODE

2 2,500
3
4

e

3,750
5,OOO

BINGE-WATCHING THE SPIES

2

4
6

n

120

240
360



Professional snowball fighters battle it out at
this month's world championships in Japan

very February, Ky McMaster
travels 4,350 miles from his
home in Alberta, Canada,

to Sobetsu, lapan. There,

at the foot of a smoking volcano, he
prepares for battle.

In the center of a snow-covered
court, he and his six teammates face

their rivals. The members of the two
teams shake hands and wish each

other "Good fight." Then they retreat
to opposite ends of the court and
wait for the countdown: "3,2, | . . .

Yukigassen!"

Yukigas sen means "snow batfl e"

in Iapanese. The sport is a cross

between dodgeball and capture the
flag. There are three ways to win a
match: capturing your opponents'
flag, tagging all ofyour opponents
out with snowballs, or having the
most players left after a three-minute
match. The team thatwins two
matches out of three takes the game.

6 reenunny n,2o1g

Officials in Sobetsu created

Yukigassen 30 years ago to draw
tourists to the snowy region. The

sport has since gained a worldwide
following, with teams in Canada,

Finland, Australia, and other
countries. More than 100 teams

will face offthis month at the world
championships in Sobetsu.

But so far, no team from outside

Iapan has ever won the tournament.
"The Japanese are very intimidating,"
says McMaster, who's the captain of
the Canadian Snowbatflers. "Their
aim is deadly accurate-they can hit
an opponent 8 out of 10 timesl"

The Canadian Snowbattlers have

had to come up with strategies to try
to beat the ]apanese teams. "They
are a quiet and respectfr.rl people,"

says McMaster. "The teams always

communicate with hand signals. So

one of our tactics is to be loud and
obnoxious to confuse them."

The team's efforts hat e paid off.
In 2016, the Canadian Snorvbattlers

were the first international team to
advance to the second day of the
tournament. Their success has made
them minor celebrities in Japan.
"Everyone's always asking for our
autographs," says McMaster. "\Ve're

like movie stars over there."

This year, the
Snowbattlers hope to
make their fans proud.

"We're playing to
win," he says,

-Ariel Bleicher

l
d\

t
,l

FIGHT!

90
Number of

snowballs each
team gets pel

match
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The Yukigassen court is like a

coordinate grid. You can use

the Pythagorean theorem to
find the distance you need to
run or throw snowballs at your
opponents.

The grid at the
bottom shows the
dimensions of a

Yukigassen court. Your team's
snow shelters are marked in
green and your opponent's are
orange. Each unit on the grid
is 1 meter. Use the grid to
answer the questions that
follow. Round distances to the
nearest tenth.

At the start of the match,
your team is lined up at the

back line (vertical blue line at

each end). You're at (-12, -4). How

far is your team's flag at (-10, 0)?

€H:l;::li5i',xl,!?3;"
wants to throw a snowball at an

opponent behind the shelter at
(5, -2).How far is that?

A racn team recerves 9o
IEI snowballs, which are stored

behind the shelter at each end of
the field. Your team's stash is at
(-17, O).lf you grab a snowball and

run to (1, 4), how far did you go?

When you reach (1, 4), one

of your opponents at (14, -1)

throws a snowball at you. How

far will it have to travel to hit you?

You're al (5, -2). How far do
you have to run to captureaa
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the other team's flag at (10. O)?
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D A
display in cities across the U.S.

Learn more
about

Philadelphia's
murals, like
Common
Threads

(pictured here).



ack in 1984, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, had a grafEti
problem. People were illegally

spray-painting the city's walls.

Local artist Jane Golden came up with
an unusual solution: Team up graffiti-
makers with professional artists to paint
murals on buildings with the orarners'

permission. This eventuallyled to Mural
Arts Philadelphia, a program thatworks
in collaboration with communities

to transform their public spaces into
canvases forworks ofart. Since 1984,

Mural Arts has created more than 4,000

murals throughout the city.

And it's not just Philadelphia. Murals
have been popping up in cities such as

NewYork, Chicago, Miami, Seattle, and
Los Angeles. Building owners eagerly

invite famous street artists, like Shepard

Fairey and Os Gemeos, to turn their bare

walls into beautifirl works of art.

Most mural artists startwith small
sketches. But how do they translate that
onto a large wall? NewYork street artist
BK Fo:or explains: "Painting a big wall is
really the same as painting a small canvas,

because proportions are still relative to
each other. On a canvas, the increments

of measure are inches; on a wall, it's feet."

BK who has been spray-painting
murals since 2013, often starts with
a photograph of the actual wall to
determine the dimensions for her
template. She then takes a picture of
the subject she wants to paint and uses

Photoshop to superimpose it on the wall
photo. Then she prints the image on an
8.5-by-1 1-inch paper for reference. Before

painting, BKmarks the center of thewall
with a litfle cross. She then makes more
marks to divide the wall into qu€uters,

eighths, sixteenths, and so on. She marks
up her printed image in the same way to
keep perspective.

This method proved usefi,rl when she

painted her biggest mural to date, which
was 100 feet tall. "When I discovered I
could make these really cool images that
were so much bigger than myself, I just
wanted to keep doing it," says BK. "Even

noq I want to paint bigger and bigger

$K
Write and solve proportions to answer the
following questions about murals in cities
across the U.S. Round all answers to the nearest
hundredth when necessary.

at At 100 feet tall by 75 feet r lf Saligman wanted toI wide, Common Threads I put a picture of Common
(/eft) by Meg Saligman was the Threads on a postcard that's
largest mural in Philadelphia 4 inches wide with the
when it debuted in 1998. lf mural completely filling the
Saligman's sketch was 10.5 width, how tall would the
inches tall, what was its width? image on the postcard be?

SCHO LASTIC.CO M/M

*J_I@r
A proportion is an equation that states that two ratios are
equivalent. Street artists like BK Foxx use proportions to scale
their small sketches to large murals.
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EXAMPLE: BK Foxx's mural pictured below is on a wall that's about
10 feet tallby 24 feet wide. To make her picture fit on 8.5-by-11-inch
paper, BK Foxx made her drawing 1O inches wide. How tall should
her drawing be to match the wall's proportion?

Set up a proportion, using the 24ftvariable w to represent the 3 =
unknown measuremenl. 1O ft

Cross multiply to write 24 x W = 1O x 1O
the relationship as an
expression and simplify. 24 w =1OO

Divide both sides 24w + 24 =1OO + 24
by 24 to isolate the
variabte. w = 4.1[66...

rov\ded to 4.tr

each time."
-MariaL.Chang

S So to match the wallb proportions, BK Foxx had to make. her drawing 4.17 inches tall.



NEW YCIRK, IUY

I ast October, this tribute to 1980s hip-
N- frop was completed by street-art duo
Os Gemeos. They are twin brothers from
Brazil, and their name means "The Twins" in
Portuguese. This piece is actually a pair of
murals on opposite-facing walls. lt's easy to
spot a work by Os Gemeos because most of
their murals feature stylized characters and
playful imagery.

Z Each wall measures about 65 feet tallr and 80 feet wide. lf Os Gemeos did a

sketch on paper that was 8 inches tall for
one wall, how wide would their sketch have
to be to stay in proportion?

.. lf Os Gemeos wanted to fit sketches
I of both walls side-by-side on a single

piece of paper that was 14 inches wide,
how tall would the paper need to be?

10 reenunny p.2o1a
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COSTA MESA, CA
C hepard Fairey might be

J best known for designing
the "Hope" poster for President

Barack Obama's 2OO8 campaign.
But he's also painted murals

around the world.
This is Fairey's most recent

mural, which he completed last

September. lt blends his graphic

style with images that have
connections to the community.

'Art in public spaces is

exciting because it keeps people

from having to go to a gallery or

a museum," Fairey told the Los

Angeles fimes. "Maybe it reels

some people in to being excited
about art."

tr At 55 feet tall by 136 feet
r wide, Fairey's mural can be

seen from the nearby freeway.

lf his sketch was 17 inches wide,
would it fit on an 11-by-17-inch

piece of paper?

- The woman in the middle
O of the murai takes up about

f of the mural's width. lf Fairey

wanted to put just that image on

a 6-inch-high postcard, how wide
would the image be?

Developer Tony Goldman, who
created Wynwood Walls, was a big
fan of street art. He knew that these
warehouse walls-that all had no

windows-would be the perfect

canvases for an outdoor gallery

of street art. Now, Wynwood Walls

invites new artists to create new
murals every year.

MIAMI, FL
T en years ago, the Wynwood
I neighborhood of Miamiwas an

industrial warehouse district. Today,

the six buildings that make up
Wynwood Walls are a destination for
street artists and tourists. More than

50 artists from around the world
have covered the 8O,OOO square

feet of walls with their art.r
-, This mural is by street artist Crash

' Matos. He got his start in New York City
at age 13. The wall is 12feet tall by 24teet
wide. lf Crash made a sketch that was
9.5 inches wide, what would its height be?

'r lf Crash made another sketch onf' larger, 11-by-17-inch, paper, what's the
maximum width and height that his sketch
could be on this piece of paper?

11SCHOLASTIC.COM/MATH



STATISTICS

Fqd Frenzy
ackin 1967, everykid
wanted aTroll doll. In
1997, Tamagotchi digital

pets were the talk of the tor,r,,n.

And in 2017, there was a frenzy for
fidget spinners.

If you didnt have one spinning
between your index finger and
thumb, your classmates probably
did. But their popularity faded as

quickly as it rose. Cheap and easy

to produce, fidget spinners were a

classic toy fad.

A fad is an exaggerated interest
in something that's short-lived.
The word itself dates back to the
1800s, but fads have been around
for much longer. And toys aren't
the onlythings that have become
fads. In 1637, a tulip craze swept
the Netherlands-everyone had to
have the flowers. Some even paid
more than the cost of a house for
a single flower bulb!

"Our desire for novelty fuels
our appetite for fads," says Margo
Bergman, a fad researcher at the
University of Washington. Toy

fads usually last about 6 months
to a year. They are often successful

because they appeal to kids, who
crave new experiences more
than adults do. Kids also have

less-developed decision-making
capabilities, Bergman explains,

making them more susceptible to
impulse buys.

But the same biological
mechanism behind toy fads

applies to pretty much everything
in popular culture. Boy bands in
the 1990s, superhero movies in
the 2010s, tulips in the 1600s-
they are all driven by our desire

for things that are new!

-Jeanette 
Ferrara

12 resnunnY n,2o1B

NOT-SO-
TIMELESS
TOYS
Toy fads have come and
gone. Here's a selection
with their release year and
originalprice.

Source: Museum of Play

the most times on Spotify?
@ My Sharona @ lce lce Baby
@ Take On Me @ Macarena

"Sugar, Sugar"?

@ My Sharona @ 99 Luftballons
@ Tainted Love @ lce lce Baby

Answer the following questions using the information
in the charts and graphs above.

{n H: ;i;l";T il""#il;:. €l H:i,il,:: ::'fi,"i liTi.

ffi $il:::J:::lilxi:::", aH::ffiil:r?ff:11,ff::
popularity?

@ March
@April

@ lvtay

@ June

spinners inMarch2OlT?
@4
@ts

@20
@53

1980
RUBIK'S

CUBE

Tr^es



FIDGET SPINNER SEARCH POPUTARITY IN 2OI7
FIDGETSPINNERS
SEARCH POPULARITY
Google measures trends in its
online searches on a scale from
O to 1OO. A term that is searched
for very frequently will have a
higher relative popularity. Here's
how the search term "fidget
spinner" performed in 2017.
Source: Google Trends
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ffiffiweruffiwffiffiffi Dc IMARVEL lorHER

MONTH

ffiffiffiffiffiffi&ffiffit
THE ONE-HIT
WONDERS
These artists each have a single
song that's been played millions
of times on Spotify. But each
song accounts for more than
90% of the times the artist has
been streamed.
Source: Spo: fy

ONE.HIT WONDERS ON SPOTIFY

ARTIST/SONG

SUPERHERO MOVIES BY COMIC FRANCHISE

"dro$"o&"o&rooorooo"oo"ro{ooord}otory$roa}d9rd's"S"^$"r$,

HERO!
Over lOO live-action
superhero movies
have been released
since 2OOO!
Source: Box Office Mojo

4h There were 9 original Beanie

ffi eroi".. How mucr'would it
have cost to buy one of each of
them in1995?

@ $17.e1 o $44.s5
@ $31.50 o $44.e1

What was the first year on the
chart to have an equal

number of Marvel and DC

superhero movies (except 2001,

which had none)?

@200s o2015
@2009 @2016

<hg8
o
f6
o
fr4
ta

=f,z

ffi Write a ratio comparing the
W number of superhero movies

released by DC and Marvel comic
franchises in 2016.

ffi ;;x,ff ?J,t'"i"#: ;:,:3 ..
a Furby?

What's the median original
sales price for the fad toys in

What fraction of superhero
movies planned to be

released in 2018 and 2019 will be

Marvel movies?the chart?

scHoLASTIc.coru/runrs 13
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Suri Sqvers,
For 68 years, an all-black crew saved dozens

of lives along the Atlantic Coast

ore than 100 years

ago, on October 11,

1896, a terrifying
hurricane struck the

Atlantic Coast. Strongwinds and
huge waves blew the E.S. Newman
100 miles offcourse. Badly damaged,

the ship sent up distress flares off the
Outer Banks in North Carolina.

Luckily, Theodore Meekins
spotted the flares. He was a member
ofthe Pea Island Lifesavers. The
Lifesavers were one ofhundreds of
crews that responded to water-based
disasters on U.S. coasts. But the Pea

Island Lifesavers were unique: They
were the only all-black crew.

Normally, the Lifesavers would
send out a boat or fire a rescue line
using a large gun. But this storm
was too fierce. So Richard Etheridge,

the keeper, or leader ofthe station,
asked volunteers to swim out to
the Newmanwith a rescue line. It
took 10 trips to bring all g people
on board-including the captain's
wife and 3-year-old son-to safety.

"You had these black men reaching

up out of the surf and savingwhite
people," says DavidWright, who co-

authored a book about the Lifesavers

called Fire on the Beach.It was an
incredible rescue by one ofthe best
Lifesavers stations on the East Coast.

Initially, the crews of many
Lifesavers stations were made up
of both black and white members.
But the Life-Saving Service was

founded in 1872-seven years after
the CivilWar ended. "Racial ideas

and cultural values made it hard for
crelrrynembers that were white and
black to serve side-by-side," says

William Thiesen, a historian for the
Coast Guard, which the Lifesavers

became part of in 1915.

\.{/hite crer,rnen wouldrlt serve

under a blackkeeper, and black
crewmen were slowly being chased

out of service. 'As a result, the Life-
Saving Service came up with the idea
of an all-black crew," says Thiesen.

In 1879, Pea Island became the
first all-black crew and remained all-
black until it was decommissioned
in1947. However, decades passed

before its service was recognized. Ln

1996, the Pea Island Lifesavers were

awarded the Gold Lifesaving Medal
for the rescue of lhe Newmqn crew.
Today, the Pea Island Cookhouse

Museum in Manteo, North Carolina,
keeps the Lifesavers' story alive right
on the shores where they served.

As Wright worked on his book,
what impressed him the most about
the Pea Island Lifesavers was that
they chose to serve at all. "Manyhad
been born slaves and fought in the
CivilWar," he says. "The notion of
service and pride in their identity as

Americans is remarkable."

, i, -Jennifer 
Hackett
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Learn more
about the U.S.

Life-Saving
Service
in North
Carolina.

Fl orn a slave in1842,v
lJ nichard Etheridge was

a sergeant in the Civil War.

ln 1875, he joined the Life-

Saving Service, and five
years later was promoted to
keeper at Pea lsland.

The white crew at the
station refused to serve

under him, so the station
became the first and only
all-black Life-Saving Station.

Etheridge served as a keeper

until his death in 19OO.

Today there's a statue of
Etheridge outside the Pea

lsland Cookhouse Museum in

Manteo, North Carolina.

-IIII-

How many total dots will
the dot plot have?

Untill9OO, East Coast
lifesaving stations had a

full crew only during the "active

season," from April to November.
Based on your dot plot, why do
you think they switched to full
crews year-round?

December

January

February

March

April

May

Dot plots show the distribution of a set of data. They're
particularly useful for identifying clusters and outliers. Dot plots
group data based on how many data points share a value.

Use the information in the chart below to make a dot
plot of when rescues occurred in Pea lsland's district
from June 1896 to May 1897.
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4\ un a seoarare sneer oT

IEI p.o"r, make a dot plot of
rescues by month, using the
data in the table below.

June

July

August

September

October

November

EXAMPLE: What was the frequency of tropical storms and
hurricanes in 1896?

$eiqhf repreanls
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Caleqones cau be nvrubers,
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plot representing the data? rescues?
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Weight, in grams, of a
gold medal at this year's
Olympics-the heaviest
in historyl

s 170
Number of
seconds in a
figure skating
short program

l't,

t}"

=9O:rT[::'
figure skater's legs
must make during a
camel spin

4I|ffiI[?';:"
of the metal
blade of a
typical figure g
skating ice skate

Number of skaters from
Team USA who will
compete in the women's

figure skating event this year

Team USA has big skates to fill during the
Winter Olympics this month in Pyeongchang,
South Korea. Since 1948, at least one American
has medaled in figure skating in each Olympics.
Team USA is sending 14 athletes to compete in
one or more of these figure skating categories:
Men's, Women's, Pairs, lce Dance, and Team.

Figure Skoti ng
Figure skating actually made its Olympic

debut at the Summer Olympics in 19o8-before
the Winter Olympics even existed! The sport
combines physics, artistry, and athleticism. Figure
skaters need to be able to complete difficult
jumps and spins all while synchronizing their
performances to music.
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